Alumina-alumina artificial hip joints. Part I: a histological analysis and characterisation of wear debris by laser capture microdissection of tissues retrieved at revision.
The aims of this study were to investigate the tissues from uncemented Mittelmeier alumina ceramic-on-ceramic total hip replacements using histological methods and to isolate and characterise the ceramic wear debris using laser capture microdissection and electron microscopy. Tissues from around 10 non-cemented Mittelmeier alumina ceramic on ceramic THRs were obtained from patients undergoing revision surgery. Tissues were also obtained from six patients who were undergoing revisions for aseptic loosening of Charnley, metal-on-polyethylene prostheses. Tissue sections were analysed using light microscopy to determine histological reactions and also the location and content of alumina ceramic wear debris. Tissue samples were extracted from sections using laser capture microdissection and the characteristics of the particles subsequently analysed by TEM and SEM. The tissues from around the ceramic-on-ceramic prostheses all demonstrated the presence of particles, which could be seen as agglomerates inside cells or in distinct channels in the tissues. The tissues from the ceramic-on-ceramic retrievals had a mixed pathology with areas that had no obvious pathology, areas that were relatively rich in macrophages and over half of the tissues had in the region of 60% necrosis/necrobiosis. In comparison, the Charnley tissues showed a granulomatous cellular reaction involving a dense macrophage infiltrate and the presence of giant cells and < 30% necrosis/necrobiosis. The tissues from the ceramic prostheses also showed the presence of neutrophils and lymphocytes, which were not evident in the tissues from the Charnley retrievals. There were significantly more macrophages (p < 0.05), and giant cells (p < 0.01) in the Charnley tissues and significantly more neutrophils (p < 0.01) in the ceramic-on-ceramic tissues. TEM of the laser captured tissue revealed the presence of very small alumina wear debris in the size range 5-90 nm, mean size + SD of 24 +/- 19nm whereas SEM (lower resolution) revealed particles in the 0.05-3.2 microm size range. This is the first description of nanometre sized ceramic wear particles in retrieval tissues. The bi-modal size range of alumina ceramic wear debris overlapped with the size ranges commonly observed with metal particles (10-30 nm) and particles of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (0.1-1,000 microm). It is possible that the two size ranges of contributed to the mixed tissue pathology observed. It is speculated that the two types of ceramic wear debris are generated by two different wear mechanisms in vivo, under normal articulating conditions, relief polishing wear and very small wear debris is produced. while under conditions of microseparation of the head and cup and rim contact, intergranular and intragranular fracture and larger wear particles are generated.